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Rachel Treisman. An Auto Zone store was among the Minneapolis buildings looted and
damaged on May 27 during the protests against police violence. Police investigators reportedly
have a suspect in the vandalism that preceded the burning of the store. Police say the masked,
umbrella-wielding man who smashed windows at a Minneapolis auto parts store two days after
George Floyd's death has ties to a white supremacist group and specifically sought to inflame
racial tensions. According to the Minneapolis Star Tribune , Minneapolis police arson
investigator Erika Christensen wrote in a search warrant affidavit filed this week that the man's
actions created a hostile atmosphere and sparked a series of events that turned previously
peaceful protests chaotic. She said she believed his "sole aim was to incite violence.
Minneapolis police spokesperson John Elder told NPR he is unable to comment on the
investigation, which is "open and active. Video of the individual breaking the windows of an
AutoZone with a sledgehammer went viral this spring, prompting speculation about the identity
of the so-called "Umbrella Man. The Star Tribune reported that the man had also spray painted
"free expletive for everyone zone" on the doors of the store, which was later burned to the
ground. In the Twin Cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul, roughly businesses were damaged or
looted , with nearly 70 of them burned to the ground. She also wrote that she had watched
"innumerable hours" of social media videos in her search for the suspect, which was
unsuccessful until a tip arrived in the police department's inbox last week. The tipster identified
the man as a Hell's Angels member, and said he "wanted to sow discord and racial unrest by
breaking out the windows and writing what he did on the double red doors," reported the Star
Tribune. According to Minnesota Public Radio , community members have long suspected that
outside extremists were trying to inflame tensions at demonstrations against racism and police
brutality in the wake of Floyd's death, with some Twin Cities residents reporting seeing "white
supremacist and other far-right imagery on vehicles that came into their neighborhoods during
the protests. While the man's face was obscured by a gas mask in the video, Christensen
reportedly wrote in the affidavit that his height lines up with the video, and noted a "striking
resemblance in the eye, nose bridge and brow area. Multiple news outlets report that police also
linked the man to an incident that took place in Stillwater, Minn. The reports also say police link
"Umbrella Man" and the Stillwater incident with the Aryan Cowboy Brotherhood , a small white
supremacist prison and street gang primarily based in Minnesota and Kentucky. Accessibility
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tools. Most Harbor Freight products are sourced directly from manufacturers and are all tested
in our own quality assurance facility. Harbor Freight is known for our ridiculously low prices on
quality tools, all of which meet or beat the quality of the brand name competitors. The prices at
Harbor Freight will beat any of the big box competitors! Harbor Freight has over stores
nationwide. Our Harbor Freight Tools stores stock a full selection of hardware, tools, and
accessories in categories including automotive, air and power tools, storage, outdoor power
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latest on our store health and safety plans. The stocks that have done best this year are those
best equipped for the crisis, which tend to be tech stocks, especially those on the growth side
in areas like e-commerce, cloud computing, and digital payments. Meanwhile, accommodative
monetary policy from the Federal Reserve has also favored growth stocks as non-dividend
payers are outperforming dividend payers. However, mean reversion is one of the most
powerful forces in the stock market, and the outperformance of the growth sector won't last
forever. In fact, it's likely to end when the pandemic comes to a close. The recent spike in
coronavirus cases across the U. Americans who have money to spend and are looking for
entertainment will have limited ways to spend it, and outdoor recreational vehicles look like an
appealing choice. The company that looks most poised to capitalize on such a trend is Polaris,
the market share leader in off-road vehicles in North America, and the 2 company in
snowmobiles. That gives the stock a price-to-earnings ratio of 13 based on that forecast, which
looks like a bargain for a stock seeing rapid profit growth. Even if the pandemic-driven gains are
only temporary, management can plow those windfall profits into share buybacks that will
further lift the stock's value. Like recreational vehicles, another sector that has seen a
pandemic-driven boom is auto parts. The industry is benefiting from a pair of tailwinds. First,
used car sales have spiked during the crisis, as an aversion to public transportation and a shift
away from cities and into suburbs has prompted a number of Americans to get their own set of
wheels. Meanwhile, economic stress also tends to be a tailwind for retailers like Auto Zone as
consumers choose to spend money repairing their current vehicles rather than purchasing new
ones. Auto Zone was a clear beneficiary of these trends as its comparable sales jumped
Management said the recessionary climate favors the company going forward, as its sales have
historically been strongest coming out of recessions like in to and to A car is a necessity, after
all, for most Americans so making repairs isn't a choice, and vehicle miles will rebound as the
economy reopens, prompting more repairs. Trivago may not look like a conventional value
stock, but in this environment the definition needs to be flexible. Trivago is an online travel
agency that specializes in hotels and accommodations, and has historically generated minimal
profits. Most of its spending goes to marketing, and that can be easily dialed up and down,
according to demand. Most companies don't have that kind of flexibility. Trivago also made
some changes during the crisis that should improve its performance when the economy
normalizes, including a restructuring that cut costs in part by laying off staff and closing
regional offices. Additionally, it made its ad-bidding model more friendly to advertisers, aligning
its incentives with theirs, and added local search and discovery features, helping users who
come to the site without a destination in mind. It's also vastly expanded its alternative
accommodations listings in recent years for properties on sites like Airbnb and VRBO. With its
beaten-down price tag, flexible business model, and recent restructuring initiatives, Trivago
looks like a promising way to take advantage of the recovery. Investing Best Accounts. Stock
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please turn off your adblocker. Since then, online sportsbooks have been racing to take the lead
in offering betting services to residents of the state. In fact, these online sportsbooks share

qualities that make them stand out even on a countrywide scale. Bettors interested in
Tennessee online sports betting also need to abide by specific rules, lest they break the law. In
Tennessee, you must be at least 21 years of age to partake in sports betting in Tennessee.
Residents can only place wagers on Tennessee sportsbooks within the state. Activity that takes
place abroad is against the law. As the online Tennessee sports betting market develops, more
and more operators will jump into the TN sports betting scene, especially because the
legislation is written in such a way that entering the Tennessee sportsbooks market will be
quicker than in other states more on that later. Competition is fierce whenever gambling is
legalized in a region; and this holds true for Sports Betting in Tennessee. Small and large
platforms alike fight for a spot at the top. Of course, not every sportsbook can find success in
the market. Some operators will always stand out. Three of these currently share the throne for
Tennessee sports setting. Here is our selection of the best online sportsbooks in Tennessee :.
Users of the BetMGM service can expect a loaded menu of available sports, straightforward
promotions, and extra features. Additionally, the promotions and extra features of BetMGM
make it a competitive choice among the available Tennessee sports betting apps. New users
can look forward to an uncomplicated welcome offer to minimize the risk of their first bet in a
big way, in addition to modern features like easy parlaying and live betting more on that later in
the article. It also promises weekly promotions to retain its growing base of users. Tennessee
betting sites are growing in number, and so this DFS juggernaut has decided to get involved
with the market. Draftkings has been providing legal, regulated sports betting for some time
now, with no signs of scaling back. Offering a sizeable deposit bonus and a well-performing
interface, DraftKings is a great option for Tennessee sports betting fans. DraftKings entices
bettors with a fast, comfortable, and exciting play experience. While it faces some heavy
competition, it holds the belt for the best-rated operator in the country and intends to keep it for
Sports Betting in Tennessee. FanDuel is the underdog in the market. FanDuel is another
well-rounded addition to Tennessee betting sites, with a great set of promotions and extras that
benefit players of all experience levels. Particularly of interest are parlay bonuses, which benefit
players who know how to spread their risk across multiple matches using parlay bets. Sports
betting in Tennessee is a relatively new thing, which is what makes FanDuel a great choice for
folks just getting into the hobby. Their extensive knowledge base is a good way for new bettors
to get acquainted with placing their first bets, how the wagering process works, and more. With
the addition of at least three top-tier providers of sports betting in Tennessee and more on the
way, sports bettors will have no shortage of betting markets and options. College sports and
professional ball will be available, as addition to some more niche markets like golf, MMA,
rugby, and more. There are, surprisingly, a plethora of available markets and leagues with
online Tennessee sports betting sites, in a short period. Take a look at what you can find right
now :. Tennessee sports betting takes place in a proud state known for its music, culture, and of
course, sports. Tennesseans are some of the most avid and active sports fans in the nation, and
love to show up for their teams. Some huge national favorites and local events will be hosted on
the majority of Tennessee sports betting sites and apps. Most Tennessee sports betting
websites will offer a plethora of available bets, including live bets, parlays, and more. Users can
live bet and stream using their preferred TN sports betting apps or online site. Live betting is a
new addition to the world of sports betting. Back in the day, you had to wait on line to place a
bet on your preferred sport at a licensed bookmaker. Eager bettors would dash to the cashier,
hoping they were in time to place their bets only to find they were one of twenty people who had
the same bright idea. With live betting, you can place bets on-the-fly and as the action happens.
Live betting is high-pressure and best left to those who have a little bit of experience under their
belt, so try out some of the more straightforward bets mentioned above before placing a live
bet. Daily fantasy sports in Tennessee were essentially the first legal venue for people to wager
real money on contests since Put together your dream team and follow along with the action as
your players climb the ranks and maybe, just maybe, make you a little money in the process.
This is what fans really show up for-- betting on their favorite professional teams. National
events like the Super Bowl and the Stanley Cup are well represented on Tennessee sports
betting apps, as well as in-season games for a good majority of popular sports. When using
Tennessee sports betting apps, there are great ways to add bonuses and try your hand at new,
different kinds of bets. Event-specific promotions during the AFC playoffs and more will be
available, so keep an eye on your preferred TN sports betting apps to get a little bit of an edge
throughout the season. The Titans have been a fan favorite in the NFL despite relocating and
rebranding. With over 20 playoff appearances and no signs of stopping, fans in Tennessee will
be happy to know that betting on the Titans is quick and painless. We look forward to an expert
showing from the Titans in coming seasons, and fans can look forward to placing real-money
wagers on NFL matchups today. Now that NBA betting in Tennessee is above-board and legal,

Grizzlies fans and more will have access to all kinds of bets, including live betting and more.
Memphis Grizzlies Betting. The Grizzlies have a respectable record in the NBA, last making it to
the playoffs in the season. Still, the team seems to make it to the qualifiers almost every year,
so maybe next year is going to be extra special for fans of NBA betting in Tennessee. With
Taylor Jenkins at the helm, the Grizzlies have had a stable record, and we expect good things
for them in the upcoming season. Watching your favorite teams slug it out on the ice is fun
enough, but the little extra risk thrown in when you wager real money from one of many
Tennessee betting sites gives your sports-watching experience an added thrill. Now, the
Predators are one of the higher-performing teams in the league, with two division
championships and a conference win. Tennessee sports betting apps will surely list at least a
few Pred games, so check the menu for the match you prefer. Many sports betting sites in
Tennessee will be offering live streaming as well, but if not, simply tune in on your preferred
provider of NHL games and follow the action. Perhaps the most widely played sport in the
world, the new world of Tennessee sports betting apps have a home for soccer fans of all kinds,
offering bets on everything from local matches to the World Cup. Nashville SC has existed in
one form or another since the beginning of the MLS and modern organized soccer in the US,
and now Tennessee sports betting apps are going to be able to offer bets on their matches.
Finishing 7th in the Eastern Conference in , the Nashville SC is going to be a team to watch for
users of Tennessee betting sites in the coming years-- their new stadium home is slated to open
in , perfect timing for the growing horde of Tennessee soccer fans. From bitter rivalries to
historic events, Tennesseans take their football seriously at every level. Additionally, the
Volunteers took home the trophy at the Gator Bowl, and under leadership of coach Jeremy
Pruitt, might have a real chance at the SEC crown. Bet on the Volunteers using your preferred
TN sports betting site and put a little risk and excitement into watching the Vols play. College
basketball is alive and well in Tennessee online sports betting, and multiple conferences and
their eager teams have a chance at the national title. Tennessee sports betting apps will enable
players all across the Volunteer state to bet on their favorite NCAA matches. In addition, most
worthwhile sports betting apps will have event-specific promos like March Madness bonuses
and more. They took home the Division title in , and fans of Tennessee online sports betting are
eager to see them climb the ranks of the C-USA in future years. TN sports betting fans rooting
for Middle Tennessee can look forward to betting on most games throughout the season, but
not all games will be hosted on preferred Tennessee sports betting apps due to time
restrictions. Still, we expect that users of Tennessee online sports betting apps will be able to
bet on the Blue Raiders both before the game and, hopefully, live in play as well. Placing a
sports bet in Tennessee is going to be a relatively stress-free and simple process as compared
to other states. For example, Nevada bettors have to physically visit a casino or sportsbook in
person to register for a sports betting account. First and foremost, all legal betting in the US,
including TN sports betting, is restricted to people of legal gambling age; in most cases, this
means 21 and older. Also, US law dictates that casinos, sportsbooks, and other gambling sites
can only operate in certain states. There may, for example, be a version of BetMGM in several
US states, but players physically located in Tennessee must use the Tennessee version of the
site or app. In order to verify your age and location, apps and browser versions of Tennessee
sports betting sites will require you to enter some or all of your SSN. This is simply to verify
your identity, and your information will not be shared. For the same reason, users of Tennessee
sports betting apps will need to enable location services on their app of choice. They can
simply meet the licensing fees, get certified to offer regulated sports betting by the lottery
division, and open up shop. Having an abbreviated and easier path to opening will perhaps even
change the paradigm for new Tennessee sportsbooks and others going forward. Overall, the
laws regarding online Tennessee sports betting are pretty straightforward, and this is going to
make for a pretty lucrative market in the future. Since Tennessee is the only state offering legal,
online sports betting in a wide radius, it is likely that Tennessee sports betting will attract
bettors from all across the southeast. As sports betting in Tennessee is still a new issue for
legislators, all of this information is, of course, subject to change. Still, this is the most accurate
information regarding Tennessee online sports betting that is currently available. You can
currently only take part in Tennessee Sports Betting at four operators. Most players recommend
using one or all of the first three mentioned above. Also, you can only do so via Tennessee
Sports Betting Apps. Yes, sports betting is legal in Tennessee as of November 1st, The
legislation that pushed this change forward only allows for Tennessee Betting Sites to operate
with and under strict regulation. There are currently no brick-and-mortar casinos in Tennessee,
so you have to use Tennessee Sports Betting Apps. Registering with Tennessee sportsbooks is
easy. You do have to provide a few details like the last four digits of your SSN and your mobile
device, but this extra layer of security is to protect users of Tennessee sportsbooks. Keep in

mind, though-- most Tennessee sportsbooks require you to meet a few wagering requirements
before your winnings get released for withdrawal. There are some fantastic teams to choose
from at Tennessee Betting Sites. Many of them are known across the country as some of the
best. While they don't always take first place, other states understand that facing a team from
this state will most likely be challenging. You can choose from plenty for your Tennessee
Sports Betting. At the moment, phone-based betting with online Tennessee sports betting sites
is not outlined in the current legislation. However, you can use your smartphone on Tennessee
betting sites or download apps to conduct sports betting in Tennessee legally. Sadly, there are
no brick-and-mortar casinos available for Tennessee sports betting. But now that TN online
sports betting is legal and regulated, only time will tell if online casinos will make similar strides
towards legality in the Volunteer State. However, don't expect in-person gambling houses
anytime soon. In many people's opinion, state legislation has made a fantastic decision in
legalizing and allowing Tennessee Sportsbooks to operate. Even though only a short time has
passed, it's easy to tell that many platforms are making big moves to build a presence inside
Tennessee. It's no wonder why fans are so excited and mobilizing so quickly to sign up and
start playing at the newly available sportsbooks. In conclusion, sports betting in Tennessee is a
new thing, but some pretty experienced providers are making strides in the market. CO
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Knife Fight Visit Review. Regular preventive maintenance is crucial for all cars. Whether you
need to replace the whole engine or just the motor oil, you can save serious dough by taking
advantage of auto coupons and promo code offers. We've collected amazing auto deals just for
you. When it comes to buying auto parts and wheels, Pep Boys offers you several ways to save
on your car maintenance. The store offers coupons and promo codes during holidays and all
throughout the year. It also runs a rewards program where you earn points for every dollar you
spend on its items, so be sure to register before you start shopping. What's more, rewards
program members are eligible for discounted towing services by Pep Boys. Another option, if
you'll be shopping online, is to score an auto promo code from AutoAnything, simply by signing
up for its newsletters. Apart from offering favorable prices for its automotive tools and parts,
Advanced Auto Parts offers special promotional sales during holidays including Black Friday
and Cyber Monday. Check and follow its social media to get special savings with auto coupon
codes. You can also find excellent coupons from Buy Auto Parts. One of the best times to shop
for auto parts deals is usually the period nearing Black Friday. Major retailers like Walmart and
Amazon tend to push out unsold stock before the end-of-year festivities begin. Auto
superstores like Advanced Auto Parts and Auto Barn try to price match the online deals, making
things even better for auto part shoppers. Additionally, you can get good deals on car parts and
accessories during the months of April and October. Most retailers acknowledge these months
by churning out irresistible deals on auto parts, motor oil and accessories. To score great deals
on wheels , look out for tire holiday sales. You can combine these discounts with manufacturer
rebates to save even more money. The challenge lies in knowing what questions to ask yourself
in order to uncover your highest priorities when it comes to your car. The following stores are
currently offering autos promo codes and deals: Advance Auto Parts; Amazon; Walmart; and
Goodyear Tires have deals for autos products posted by our community members. Check the
current deals on our autos page to make sure they are valid and to see our communities
comments on the specific autos offer. Get autos deals now. You can save money on autos by
applying one of the current autos coupon codes we have listed on our site or by using one of
the autos deals we have listed on the page. There are 71 autos offers currently available. To use
a autos coupon, check the store coupon for product exclusions, copy the related promo code
for autos to your clipboard and apply it while checking out. Some coupons for autos are only
available online and some are only available in stores. Check the offer description for
verification details. A global semiconductor shortage responsible for reduced PlayStation 5 and
Xbox Series X inventory is now threatening to derail multiple industries. Walmart is known for
its everyday low prices on everything from groceries to electronics, but now the retailer is
becoming the go-to destination for drivers who want to score a great deal on fuel, too. With an
expensive and recurring cost like gasoline, it's important to understand what you're putting into
your car and why. Slickdeals Categories Autos. When to Shop for Deals and Offers One of the
best times to shop for auto parts deals is usually the period nearing Black Friday. Dealerships:
There are many websites, like Edmunds , Kelley Blue Book and Consumer Reports , that will
give you more information than any visit to the dealership, so do your research from the
comfort of your own home. If you can, try to take a test drive in a sales-free environment, like at

a local auto show or manufacturer marketing event; otherwise, a nearby dealership is the
easiest option but approach with caution! About Slickdeals Slickdeals is the leading
crowdsourced shopping platform: Slickdeals strives to offer a comprehensive coverage of the
best coupons, promo codes and promotions for thousands of different stores like Advance
Auto Parts. We have a dedicated team that works around the clock to find, post and verify the
offers we present to consumers. We have 11 million active savvy shoppers, you can join our
community by signing up. Slickdeals is the eighth largest online shopping destination in the U.
S Download our Slickdeals chrome extension , get the best prices and auto apply coupons.
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seen in a viral video smashing the windows of a south Minneapolis auto parts store during the
George Floyd protests, earning him the moniker "Umbrella Man," is suspected of ties with a
white supremacist group and sought to incite racial tension, police said. A Minneapolis police
arson investigator said the act of vandalism at the AutoZone on E. Lake Street helped spark a
chain reaction that led to days of looting and rioting. The store was among dozens of buildings
across the city that burned to the ground in the days that followed. Erika Christensen wrote in a
search warrant affidavit filed in court this week. The actions of this person created an
atmosphere of hostility and tension. Your affiant believes that this individual's sole aim was to
incite violence. Police identified "Umbrella Man" thanks to a tip that came via e-mail last week,
Christensen said. The Star Tribune could not independently verify the police account, which has
so far only surfaced in the search warrant, and isn't naming the man because so far he has not

been charged with a crime. The man, who has a criminal history that includes convictions of
domestic violence and assault, did not respond to messages seeking comment. Spokespersons
for the Minneapolis Police Department and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives, which is also involved in the investigation, declined to comment. Floyd's death
under the knee of a since-fired police officer set off protests that spread around the world and
stirred widespread reckoning over racial injustice. Derek Chauvin is charged with
second-degree murder and manslaughter, and three of his former colleagues also at the scene,
J. At least two people died in the subsequent riots, which eventually spread as far as north
Minneapolis and South St. Authorities have since charged a handful of people with
arson-related crimes. A widely shared livestream video from May 27 â€” two days after Floyd's
death â€” showed the man walking casually along the front of the former site of AutoZone at E.
Lake Street and Minnehaha, breaking out its windows with a 4-pound sledgehammer, prompting
some protesters to confront him and demand that he stop. Before that, police say, the man, clad
head to toe in black and carrying a black umbrella, had spray-painted "free [expletive] for
everyone zone" on the double front doors. At the time, activists seized on the footage as proof
that outside "provocateurs" were trying to derail what had been a mostly peaceful
demonstration. But others on social media pointed out that at least some looting had gone on
before the video surfaced. Christensen wrote in the affidavit that she watched "innumerable
hours" of videos on social media platforms to try to identify "Umbrella Man," to no avail.
Investigators finally caught a break when a tipster e-mailed the MPD identifying him as a
member of the Hells Angels biker gang who "wanted to sow discord and racial unrest by
breaking out the windows and writing what he did on the double red doors," she wrote. Police
have also connected the year-old man to a widely publicized incident in Stillwater late last
month, in which a Muslim woman was confronted by men wearing white supremacist garb. A
subsequent investigation revealed the man was also an associate of the Aryan Cowboy
Brotherhood, a small white supremacist prison and street gang based primarily in Minnesota
and Kentucky. Several of its members were also present at the Stillwater incident. Andy
Shoemaker, a former St. Paul police officer who has investigated criminal motorcycle gangs,
said the Aryan Cowboys are relatively new with loyalties to the Hells Angels, who operate
across the state. The weeks that followed Floyd's death brought dozens of reports of racially
motivated assaults against minorities and minority-owned businesses. Leaked intelligence
briefings show that federal authorities were monitoring the movements and online activity of
white nationalists and other extremist groups that descended on the city during the riots. The
president of the Hells Angels summoned 75 members of the Aryan Cowboy Brotherhood to the
help protect the club's headquarters in north Minneapolis, according to an intelligence memo,
which surfaced in June as part of a massive trove of leaked law enforcement documents
dubbed "Blue Leaks. Another leaked memo suggested that local biker gangs were taking
advantage of the unrest to step up their drug trafficking in the metro area, and that bikers
"associated with white racially motivated violent extremists" had discussed inciting riots while
posing as members of the anti-fascist group Antifa. It wasn't immediately clear from the leaked
materials whether any of these threats materialized. After the protests began, footage of
"Umbrella Man" roared around social media, prompting speculation about the man's identity.
One persistent rumor argued "Umbrella Man" was an undercover St. Paul police officer seeking
to incite violence, a claim apparently based on a tweet citing information from a woman who
claimed to have once been married to the officer. In response, St. Paul police released
time-stamped surveillance videos showing that the officer was in St. Paul at the time of the
incident, and Police Chief Todd Axtell released a statement scolding social media users for
spreading misinformation that could "jeopardize the officer's reputation and safety and chip
away at the trust this police department has worked so hard to build with its community. Justin
Terrell, executive director of the Council for Minnesotans of African Heritage, said
conversations around Floyd's death and the ensuing riots are important, but they often fail to
account for the persistence of structural racism. Libor Jany is the Minneapolis crime reporter
for the Star Tribune. He joined the newspaper in , after stints in newsrooms in Connecticut, New
Jersey, California and Mississippi. He spent his first year working out of the paper's
Washington County bureau, focusing on transportation and education issues, before moving to
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